
Traffic Contol and Parking - Staff Monitored P = Parking Area

1 Please be prepared to keep the traffic moving - Stoppages during peak time will plug everything up!

2 All vehicles should have the Parking Pass Sheet # on their Dash.   Don't stop them!  Wave them to their Parking Lots.

3 Host Troops have the FRONT Campsite or another Site of their choice.  Don't allow other Troops to be squatters!

4 A person will be at the corner where Troops will go right or left.

5 Parking Staff will be needed at each Parking Lot to ensure all vehicles & Trailers are parked close together.

6 All vehicles need to be Parked in the rows in a straight manner - see diagram to the left

Trailers Park at the Subcamps Right turn to PA 5, 6 & 7           Drive in Friday Evening

      Left Turn to PA 1, 2, 3, & 4

Staff needed along the road, but most

needed on the field to ensure everyone

Parks correctly and efficiently.

1 or 2 Parking Example "zoomed in" for
Staff detail purposes is shown below.
Needed ORANGE cones are at the front & back

Park the White Pails are the middle of the Row
Trailers PLEASE have the rows parked 
close as Straight as Possible
together Below is Orange Cone & White Pail

so ALL
Troops          White pail in middle

may fit
in the 
Parking
Lot(s)

Exit 

Trailers Park at the Subcamps Trailers Park at the Subcamps

Below is Troop location by their assigned Subcamp - Arriving Parents may not know their scout's Subcamp

In the week before
the CTC we will add a copy of the

TROOPS BY SUBCAMP sheet

This sheet shows the locations
of all Troops staying the the Subcamps

NOTE 

We will be adding another "new"
subcamp in 2016.

 It is not yet on the map above



White Pails are the middle of the Row


